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INTRODUCTION

Recent controversies and tragedies such as the discovery of mass graves of children at the Kamloops Residential School have reignited discussions on Indigenous rights (Bardon, 2022; Dickson & Watson, 2021; Larocque et al., 2021; McKenzie, 2021; Mengden, 2017). Additionally, the Land Back movement is seeking the restoration of indigenous sovereignty and advocating for fundamental changes in land stewardship to promote a more sustainable future (Pieratos et al., 2021). Alongside this broader reckoning, the educational community has continued to explore the impact of White Settler colonialism on indigenous education. While some seek to bring light to the horrors of the residential school systems (Adams, 1995; Cassidy, 2006; MacDonald & Hudson, 2012; Rosalyn, 1991); other researchers have sought to protect and restore indigenous knowledge (IK) and understandings (Lowan, 2012; McKinley, 1996; Quigley, 2009; Snively & Corsiglia, 2001). Within science education a growing number of scholars seek to reimagine science in a way that celebrates Indigenous epistemologies and contributions to our collective understanding of the natural world (Kim et al., 2017; Ogawa, 1995; Snively & Corsiglia, 2001; Zidny et al., 2020). These scholars recognize the detrimental impact and limitations of western modern science (WMS) and argue that including Indigenous ways of knowing is beneficial for student learning and for scientific advancement (Kim et al., 2017; Ogawa, 1995; Munroe et al., 2013; Quigley, 2009; Singleton et al., 2021). As such they have begun to consider how IK can be included in both K-12 education and in informal learning spaces, such as museums and afterschool programs (Aikenhead & Elliott, 2010; Brayboy & Castagano, 2008; Lowan, 2012; Marin & Bang, 2015; Munroe et al., 2013; McKinley, 1996).

Informal science learning spaces can play a vital role in supporting the efforts of formal K-12 education. As K-12 classrooms are often constrained by the demands of state and national educational standards, informal learning spaces can therefore provide opportunities for students to explore and discuss aspects of science (including IK) that might otherwise be absent from their K-12 experience (Aikenhead et al., 2001; Goodwin, 2016). They also can offer students opportunities to explore different phenomena (Rennie & McClafferty, 1995; Schwan et al., 2014). For example, students can get a more holistic view of orbital mechanics at a planetarium, observe carnivorous plants at a conservatory, or listen to bird songs at a nature preserve. Finally, informal learning spaces often allow for more student-led exploration and are generally less structured than traditional K-12 learning environments (Bonnette et al., 2019; Dunlop et al., 2019). This less structured environment allows for more student-directed learning and student choice, which have been shown to boost student socio-emotional engagement and strengthen student science identity (Bonnette et al., 2019; Dunlop et al., 2019; Kress &

One informal science learning space that has the potential to integrate IK into science education and can reach a broader audience are zoos. Contemporary zoos often serve as a conduit for biology and conservation education for a mass audience (Ballantyne & Packer, 2016; Nygren & Ojalami, 2018; Packer & Ballantyne, 2010). As an informal science learning space, zoos provide an important opportunity for students to experience scientific phenomena in a manner not possible in traditional K-12 settings (Clifford-Clarke et al., 2022; Meiers, 2010; Pace & Tesi, 2004; Schwan et al., 2014). While visiting zoos, children can participate in self-directed learning as they observe animal species, watch zookeeper-led demonstrations, and read informal signs associated with each exhibit. Zoos also often offer outreach programs to K-12 student groups, which allow students to receive supplemental instruction from zoo staff. These experiences can then be used by their classroom teachers to spark further discussion on conservation and ecology-related topics (Meiers, 2010). Because zoos are an important center of informal science learning and hold great potential to accomplish the goals of contemporary science education reform, zoos have a responsibility to be an inclusive space for all learners. Such inclusivity can include incorporating IK to support learners from indigenous communities.

Many zoos feature plants and animals that have historical, cultural, and/or ecological significance to Indigenous communities (Barsh & Marlor, 2005; Gagnon & Bertheaux, 2009; Posthumus, 2016; Wehi et al., 2019). Such exhibits offer opportunities to share IK to a broader audience, which can enhance the quality of the science being presented. Many indigenous knowledge systems (IKS) place humanity in relationship with the natural world and emphasize our responsibilities to other organisms (Aikenhead & Ogawa, 2007; Bang et al., 2007; Brayboy & Castagano, 2008). This more holistic view of ecology contrasts with the anthropocentrism and reductivism that often pervades western views of science (Aikenhead & Ogawa, 2007; Enslin & Horsthemke, 2015). Due to their long histories of co-existing with their local environments, Indigenous communities often have deep knowledge of the climate history of their homelands and are often uniquely vulnerable to climate change (Ford et al., 2016; Maldonado et al., 2016; Nakashima & Krupnik, 2018). Therefore, including both historical and contemporaneous accounts of how Indigenous people interact with a changing climate can provide a unique opportunity to discuss the human impact of climate change.

Additionally, many conservation narratives are incomplete without reflecting on the relationship between native species and Indigenous cultures. For example, many indigenous societies (including the Lakota) depended on the American Bison for their survival (Barsh & Marlor, 2005; Hamalainen, 2019; Posthumus, 2016). In their efforts to exterminate native Americans, the US railroad companies and military officials deliberately targeted bison herds for mass slaughter to force indigenous societies onto reservations (Barnard, 2020; Eichler, 2020; Hubbard, 2014). As with the bison and the Lakota, White Settler colonialism was responsible for deliberate destruction of countless native ecosystems and Indigenous lives and cultures (Barnard, 2020; Paddle, 2000; Posthumus, 2016). Therefore, it is imperative that in telling the ecological and conservation history of native species, zoos explain their relationship to Indigenous cultures, the role that White Settler colonialism played in the destruction of native animals and Indigenous societies, and how contemporary Indigenous communities are supporting habitat and ecological restoration efforts. In the process of discussing the ecological impact of White Settler colonialism and White supremacy, it is also important that zoos as an institution reflect upon their own shameful past. As recently as 1958, zoos in North America and Europe hosted human zoo exhibits, where colonized and indigenous people were displayed alongside animal exhibits to serve as propaganda to justify colonialism through “scientific racism” (Conklin & Fletcher, 1999; Ito, 2014; Lewis et al., 2013; Putnam, 2012). Thus, efforts to incorporate IK into their conservation narratives should also acknowledge direct harms to indigenous peoples and communities caused by zoos.

In this paper, we examine how two zoos (Meadowdale and Belmont, both pseudonyms) from two post-colonial White Settler nations (the US and Canada respectively) portray Indigenous peoples and IK in their informational signage on native animals (animals native to these nations). We are interested in describing the different approaches these two zoos use to acknowledge the presence of indigenous peoples and to incorporate IK in their signage. We will also reflect on how these two zoos represent the history and legacy of colonialism in their exhibits on native animals and the implications for the field of informal science education.

**THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK**

While IK can be defined as any knowledge that has been produced by Indigenous communities, there are unique characteristics of IKS that helps distinguish IK from Western ways of knowing and WMS in particular. IKS tend to avoid the generalizability and essentialization that is ubiquitous in WMS in favor of more localized and holistic understandings (Aikenhead & Ogawa, 2007; Kim et al., 2017; van Eijk & Roth, 2007; Zidney et al., 2020). This highly place-based approach to knowledge gives IKS a depth and nuance often lacking in the more universalist WMS tradition (Brayboy & Castagano, 2008; Datta, 2018; Kim et al., 2017; van Eijk & Roth, 2007; Sutherland & Swazy, 2012). Additionally, long term observation and characterization of local environments is a critical part of many IKS and has the potential to reveal long term patterns within the natural world, such as the decades long alternations between wet and dry periods found in the American Southwest (Aikenhead & Ogawa, 2007; Barnhardt & Kawagle, 2005; Redsteer et al., 2013). Finally, IKS are not as constrained by the dualistic assumptions of Western ways of knowing. One of the distinguishing characteristics of Western knowledge systems is the belief in a strong separation between spiritual/cultural and material/natural spheres, often referred to as the nature/culture divide (Bang et al., 2012; Haila, 2000; Helmreich, 2009; Sowards, 2006). This dualism has facilitated...
exploitative attitudes towards the natural world, leading to environmental degradation (Helmreich, 2009; Sowards, 2006; Uggla, 2010). Contrastingly, IKS often find inherent spiritual value in natural landscapes and are less likely to prioritize human economic development over long-term sustainability (Uggla, 2010).

Although IKS, like WMS, exists within a broader context of spiritual and cultural beliefs, when IKS is shared outside of its Indigenous communities by non-indigenous groups, many of the more holistic aspects of IKS, such as Indigenous cosmologies and worldviews, are often removed or diluted in order to appeal to a settler-colonialist audience (Kim et al., 2017; Zidny et al., 2020). Therefore, we have constructed the "westernized indigenous ecological knowledge" (WIEK) framework to describe the different aspects of IKS of ecosystems that can be conveyed to a predominately settler-colonialist audience in an informal science learning environment, such as a zoo (Figure 1). It is important to note that while this framework is useful for categorizing the aspects of IKS that Westerners are attempting to communicate through zoo signage and other forms of communication, this framework is not aiming to reflect how IKS exist within their indigenous communities. At the base of this model is "holistic IK", which describes the interweaving of environmental/ecological knowledge with indigenous cosmologies and worldviews (Barnhardt & Kawagle, 2005; Battiste, 2009; Berkes & Berkes, 2009; Kim et al., 2017). This approximates how IKS has traditionally existed with indigenous communities and therefore is what informal learning institutions should seek to convey to their audience.

Out of this holistic base, there are two main ways that Westerners can compartmentalize IKS: indigenous philosophical and cultural knowledge (IPCK) and traditional ecological knowledge (TEK). These two branches correspond roughly to the nature/culture dualism that exists in WMS and Western society at large (Descola, 1996; Haila, 2000; Uggla, 2010). It is important to note that despite depicting these as separate branches, IPCK and TEK are naturally heavily intertwined and support each other; this interconnectedness is shown through the circular arrows in our framework (Figure 1). IPCK corresponds to broader anthropological descriptions of "culture" and describes the various moral/cultural values, philosophies, cosmologies, and worldviews that indigenous communities use to make sense of the world and humanity's relationship to nature as well as the expression of these ways of knowing through art (Abdul Ghani Azmi, 2017; Faulkner et al., 2006; Magallanes, 2015; Oppenweer, 2009; Roy, 2015). IPCK can be communicated to outsiders through sharing morality tales (stories meant to highlight certain moral truths), cosmologies (beliefs about how the world came to be and humanity's place in the cosmos), the social structures of indigenous societies, and indigenous art. While IPCK can be presented on its own, it often intersects and informs indigenous understandings of ecological knowledge (Kim et al., 2017; Magallanes, 2015). For example, a morality tale about a young woman marrying a rich crow to find out that her new husband is a detrivore communicates both ecological knowledge and cultural beliefs.

In contrast to the more cultural and spiritual elements present in IPCK, our conceptualization of TEK emphasizes aspects of IKS of natural ecosystems that more closely correspond with Western understandings of ecology. TEK describes the collective knowledge an Indigenous community has gathered about their local environment (Lowan, 2012; Mack et al., 2012; Ogawa, 1995; Snively & Corsiglia, 2001). When IKS of natural ecosystems is adapted for WMS, it is often stripped of its cultural context and IPCK (Kim et al., 2017; Zidny et al., 2020); therefore, some scholars suggest that the TEK developed for WMS in this intersection between IKS and TEK (Kim et al., 2017; Kim & Dionne, 2014; Zidny et al., 2020). For our purposes, we examine two main aspects of the TEK: organism habitus, indigenous use of nature, knowledge of biotic interactions, and climate knowledge. "Habitus" describes both the physiological and behavioral traits of a species. In our framework "organism habitus" refers to IK of organism physiology, life cycles, behavior and how these organisms interact with abiotic forces in their environment. "Indigenous use of nature" describes how indigenous communities make use of local plants, animals, and other aspects of nature (such as minerals). A subcategory of this is indigenous medical knowledge. "Biotic interactions" describe relationships that exist between different organisms in an ecosystem. Finally, "climate knowledge" refers to indigenous understandings of weather patterns, seasonal changes, and broader climate trends.

**Background**

**Zoos as centers for informal science learning**

With over 150 million annual visitors, zoos have the potential to reach more individuals than almost any other informal learning site (Milstein, 2009; Visitor Demographics, 2019). Their vast collections of diverse flora and fauna create an environment, where both children and adult learners are primed to ask questions about key science topics including natural selection/evolution, animal physiology, food webs/ecosystems, and environmental sustainability/climate science (Fogelberg, 2014; Macdonald & Whiten, 2011; Kelly et al., 2014; Luebke et al., 2012; Wagener & Jensen, 2010). While zoo staff have opportunities to directly communicate science content to guests (Patrick, 2014) through either one-on-one conversations or through interactive animal encounters these interactions are not necessarily available to every visitor.

![Figure 1. Westernized indigenous ecological knowledge framework (Source: Authors' own elaboration)](image-url)
Animal encounters typically have capacity limitations, are often only offered at select times of the day, and maybe completely unavailable during times when zoo attendance is anticipated to be lower than expected (i.e., weekdays and "off seasons"). Likewise, zoo staffing is also contingent on seasonal zoo attendance patterns. This means that zoos often make use of other forms of information delivery to communicate to their guests such as informational signage.

Zoos often use informational signs to communicate key ideas to visitors (Fogelberg, 2014; Fourge et al., 2022; Marshall, 2016; Yocco et al., 2010). While some of these signs are purely utilitarian (such as signs imploring guests not to feed the animals on display), they often display key information meant to educate zoo visitors (Fogelberg, 2014; Fourge et al., 2022; Marshall, 2016). Many zoo signs provide basic information about the animal on display such as taxonomy, diet, behavior, life cycle, and habitat location. Given the conservation goals of contemporary zoos, these signs often provide information about a species' conservation status and actions that can be taken to promote the welfare of particularly vulnerable species (Clayton et al., 2009; Dove, 2016; Fogelberg, 2014; Fourge et al., 2022; Marshall, 2016). Zoo signs can also provide opportunities for zoos to acknowledge indigenous cultures. For example, if a zoo includes a thematic element from a particular indigenous culture (such as a Pueblo style adobe building), they can include a placard explaining IK behind such a structure. Zoos can also include TEK about a particular species as well as IPCK associated with a particular species. Despite the opportunities of using zoo signs to create a narrative for zoo visitors, studies suggest that depressingly few visitors read zoo signs (Clayton et al., 2009; Marshall, 2016; Ogle, 2016; Yocco et al., 2010). This often forces zoos to consider ways they can modify their signs to maximize visitor engagement. Such changes include adding interesting graphics and font choices to attract visitor attention, minimizing word counts and simplifying language to reach and retain more readers, and optimizing sign placement to complement exhibiting them and increase the odds of people noticing key signs (Dove, 2016; Marshall, 2016; Ogle, 2016).

Research Questions

Given their history and in light of their potential as powerful resources for teaching and learning, we were interested in investigating how two contemporary zoos in North America are approaching Indigenous cultures and IK through their signage. In this study we sought to focus on zoos that have taken efforts towards including IK in their exhibits on native animals in an effort to answer the following research questions:

1. What aspects of IK are being represented through informational signage?

2. How is the impact of colonialism in North America on animals and Indigenous people conveyed through informational signage?

To answer these questions, we conducted a comprehensive analysis of the North American sections of two zoos (Meadowdale in the Midwestern US and Belmont in Eastern Canada) based on photographic evidence taken from in-person visits to these zoos.

METHODS

Positionality Statement

As researchers of White German and Swiss heritage (Jonathan Bowers) and Hungarian heritage (Gail Richmond) living on land that was stolen from Indigenous peoples, we recognize the importance of acknowledging the Indigenous peoples of this land and our ancestors’ role in perpetuating White Settler colonialism. Jonathan Bowers grew up on land that was historically inhabited by the Myaamiaki (Miami), the Shawnee, the Anishinaabe, and other Indigenous peoples prior to the establishment of European settlement in that region, while Author 2 grew up on land largely inhabited by the Nanticoke Lenni-Lenape, Powhatan Renape, and Ramapough Lenape Indian Nations. We acknowledge that White European settlers cut down forests, planted corn, and built settlements on land that was unlawfully stolen. Although not all of our White ancestors participated in this initial destruction, we recognize how we as White Americans have unjustly benefited from these past actions and ongoing discrimination against Indigenous peoples. While we cannot undo these past wrongs, through amplifying Indigenous voices and Indigenous perspectives, we strive to honor the victims of White Settler colonialism and to promote justice for all Indigenous people.

Jonathan Bowers personally became interested in Indigenous issues in education (particularly in reference to zoos) following his experiences in a graduate level course taught by Gail Richmond. In addition to reading key works by Indigenous authors (particularly Braiding Sweetgrass by Robin Wall Kimmerer, 2015), both authors were emotionally impacted by the tragic discovery of the graves of Indigenous children in Kamloops, British Columbia. Jonathan Bowers also became aware of atrocities committed against Indigenous people by zoos, many of which kept Indigenous people in cages alongside animals. As a result, these two authors decided to investigate how contemporary zoos were addressing IK through their exhibits on native animals.

Zoo Locations

In order to protect the identities and professional reputations of our zoo partners, we decided to keep these two zoo locations anonymous. We also recognize the importance of place in understanding IK. Therefore, to maintain the anonymity of the zoos and to provide the necessary context to understand each zoo, we gave each zoo a pseudonym along with a summary table of the Indigenous peoples who historically inhabited that region (Table 1). The two zoos in question were selected due to a combination of selection criteria and geographic convenience. Both the Meadowdale and Belmont zoos are in large urban regions, contain large sections dedicated to North American wildlife, have Indigenous cultures represented through exhibit theming and informational signage, and are geographically accessible to the authors. The Meadowdale Zoo has three sections containing predominately North American animals: a naturalistic Great Lakes Wetlands section, a section for Western North American Mammals, and an Arctic Circle section. The Belmont Zoo has a section dedicated to the Canadian Woodlands and a section dedicated to the Canadian Tundra.
Table 1. Summary of zoo study sites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zoo pseudonym</th>
<th>Zoo location</th>
<th>Indigenous peoples</th>
<th>Percent indigenous of region</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meadowdale Zoo</td>
<td>Great Lakes Region (US)</td>
<td>Anishinaabe, Wyandot (Huron), Haudenosaunee (Iroquois), Saux, Fox, Mascouten, Shawnee, and Myaamiaki (Miami peoples (Cleland, 1992; Edmunds, 2008; Nichols, 2018)</td>
<td>&lt;0.5% (US Census Bureau, 2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Wetlands, Western NA Mammals, Arctic)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belmont Zoo</td>
<td>Eastern Canada</td>
<td>Anishinaabe, Wendat (Huron), Haudenosaunee (Iroquois), Mississaugas, Mi’kmqag, Montagnais, and Abenaki (Ray &amp; Conaty, 1998; Rogers &amp; Smith, 1994).</td>
<td>~3% (Statistics Canada, 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Woodlands, Tundra)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Methodology

To analyze the written content from informational signs, we employed the thematic analysis method of qualitative data analysis (Kiger & Varpio, 2020). Thematic analysis is a broad methodology that can be applied to many different types of data and used in conjunction with almost any theoretical framework (Braun & Clarke, 2006; Kiger & Varpio, 2020; Ocampo-Agudelo & Maya, 2017). The patterns that emerge from this kind of analysis are known as "themes", which scaffold both the data analysis process and how the findings are ultimately presented (Braun & Clarke, 2006; Kiger & Varpio, 2020; Ocampo-Agudelo & Maya, 2017). In general, thematic analysis methods rely on a mixture of deductive reasoning (applying a preexisting framework to analyze a set of data) and inductive reasoning (observing patterns within the data to generate a novel framework), which happen as one constructs and refines their conceptualizations of the key "themes" that emerge from the analytic process (Braun & Clarke, 2012; Kiger & Varpio, 2020; Varpio et al., 2019). In the deductive stages of thematic analysis, researchers often use preexisting frameworks to create lists of possible "thematic codes" (qualitative categories that can be used to identify patterns). Meanwhile, by applying these thematic codes, researchers will use inductive reasoning to identify themes that are emerging from their data. Through these cycles of deductive code generation and inductive thematic analysis, researchers can develop robust findings that resonate with other literature (Kiger & Varpio, 2020; Ocampo-Agudelo & Maya, 2017).

For this study, we used an iterative process of thematic analysis to address our two main questions (This process is depicted in Figure 2). We began by reviewing the existing literature on IK (and its portrayal by Western institutions) and reflecting on the historic and contemporary relationships between Indigenous peoples and White Settlers in North America. This led us towards creating WIEK framework (Figure 1), which guides our subsequent thematic coding for addressing how zoos are representing IK (question 1) through their informational signage. This framework was reviewed by several colleagues who provided meaningful feedback that helped us revise this framework and construct initial thematic codes. Once the initial thematic codes were created, reviewed, and revised, we scheduled visits to the zoo sites. After our zoo visits, we applied our existing thematic codes to our photographic data. We then had an in-depth discussion about our coding results and made modifications to our thematic codes based on this conversation. We subsequently undertook a second round of thematic coding based on our revisions, organizing these thematic codes into a set of frequency tables for each zoo section. These frequency tables helped us identify which aspects of IK were most prominent at each zoo and helped us develop our thematic summaries for each zoo section.

Data Collection & Storage

For both the Belmont and Meadowdale zoos, we conducted onsite visits during normal zoo operating hours. Using a cell phone camera, we systematically photographed every informational sign present in the two Belmont Zoo and the three Meadowdale Zoo sections dedicated to North American wildlife. To ensure a thorough documentation, we went through each zoo section twice. Once we took these initial photos, we uploaded them to a secure server accessible only to the two authors. We subsequently transcribed every informational sign.

Thematic Codes

Here we review our rationale behind our coding rubrics and explain how these rubrics were used to analyze our data and generate meaningful themes.

Research question 1: Indigenous knowledge through informational signage

For this research question, we opted to use the categories of IK as described by our WIEK framework. These categories are primarily meant to help us illustrate how Westerners often separate aspects of IK into distinct categories when presenting this information to a predominantly non-Indigenous audience. These categories are also useful for identifying aspects of IK that are present or are absent from these zoo sections. For IPCk, we have four categories that broadly reflect how aspects of indigenous philosophy and culture can be portrayed by zoos: "moral/cultural values", "cosmologies", "social structures and organization", and "artistic expression". For TEK, five categories are present: "climate knowledge", "biotic interactions", "use of nature", "medical knowledge", and "organism habitus". Note that all examples of "medical knowledge" are also coded as "use of nature" as "medical knowledge" is a subset of this broader category (Table 2).
Table 2. Thematic codes for assessing IK on informational signs using WIEK framework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moral/ cultural values</td>
<td>Signs that reference indigenous moral or cultural values (beliefs governing ethical decision making) includes morality stories.</td>
<td>A sign depicting a story about how glooscap gave raccoons black circles around their eyes as punishment for stealing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cosmologies</td>
<td>Signs that reference indigenous beliefs about the creation of the world or humanity's place in the cosmos.</td>
<td>A sign describing the Turtle Island Narrative about how the world was created on the back of a turtle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social structures &amp; organization</td>
<td>Signs that explain how indigenous society is (or has been) organized (includes clan systems, gender roles, rites of passage, etc.).</td>
<td>A sign discussing the clan system of the Anishinaabe people.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artistic expression</td>
<td>Signs that describe an art installation created by indigenous artists or reference the use of art by indigenous cultures.</td>
<td>A sign describing a sculpture of a walrus made by an indigenous artist.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate knowledge</td>
<td>Signs that reference Indigenous understanding of weather patterns, seasonal changes, and long term climate patterns.</td>
<td>A sign discussing how the Cree people migrated to different areas based on seasonal climate differences to take advantage of seasonal resources (ala geese).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biotic interactions</td>
<td>Signs that reference indigenous understandings of the interactions between two or more species in nature. (e.g., predator/prey relationships, symbiotic relationships, etc.)</td>
<td>A sign that describes an indigenous tapestry showing a polar bear eating a seal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of nature</td>
<td>Signs that describe how indigenous people used nature to meet their needs. Can include medical knowledge, food sources, shelter, clothing, and tool use.</td>
<td>A sign that explains how the Haudenosaunee used dried wild grapes as food sources on long hunting trips.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical knowledge</td>
<td>Signs that describe how indigenous communities used plants or other resources as medicine.</td>
<td>A sign describing how an indigenous community used Colt’s Foot as a cough dispeller.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organism habitus</td>
<td>Signs that reference indigenous understandings of organism behavior, morphology, physiology, and/or lifecycle. Can include descriptions of the environments where indigenous people knew to look for certain plants.</td>
<td>A sign discussing a morality tale that references indigenous understandings of how Raccoons often &quot;steal&quot; food (as raccoons are scavengers and often take food from human settlements).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each sign from each zoo section was classified according to which forms of IK were present on each sign. Because multiple forms of IK might be present on an individual sign, it was necessary to document the synergy between these forms of IK, especially if they combine elements of IPCK and TEK. Once each sign was categorized for a section of the zoo, a frequency table, summarizing the different types of IK being represented in said section was presented in the results section. These composite tables were then used to scaffold a discussion of the different themes that emerge from this analysis.

Research question 2: Discussions of the impact of settler colonialism on indigenous cultures and North American ecosystems

Given the catastrophic impacts settler colonialism has had upon both the natural environment and indigenous communities, we found it necessary to explore how the five sections of these two North American zoos are addressing this history through informational signage. Unlike the previous category, this set of codes is more inductive in nature and based more on iteratively refining these codes based on our observations. To limit confusing discourses and minimize the risk of confirmation bias, we decided to narrow our scope of Settler Colonialism to efforts taken to establish White Settler dominance over North America prior to 1924 (the establishment of the Indian Citizenship Act in the US, which represents a shift in settler colonial policy from westward expansionism towards aggressive assimilation). While we recognize that many of the present ecological challenges resulting from industrialization have their roots in Settler Colonialism (Whyte, 2016a, 2016b) we felt that including discussions of climate change in this analysis would be unproductive as neither of these zoos were explicitly making a connection between industrial development and settler colonialism.

Based on our observations of what was (and what was not) present on informational signs in these five sections, we came up with a three-tier system for determining how zoo signs were approaching the historical impacts of settler colonialism. At the lowest level is "euphemistic discussions of the impact of settler colonialism on wildlife". This category describes signs that discuss actions taken by White settlers that have caused ecological harm but do not directly attribute these actions to White settlers or European colonizers. A sign that argues that "Overhunting and lax gun laws led the Bison towards extinction", would be an example of a euphemistic discussion as it avoids giving direct blame to White settlers. Conversely a sign that states that "European demand for fur products from North America led to a massive decrease in Beaver populations in the Great Lakes Region" would be an example of "direct discussions of the impact of settler colonialism on wildlife" as it directly mentions how White settlers/European colonizers impacted North American wildlife. The final tier of this coding scheme, "direct discussions of the impact of settler colonialism on indigenous peoples", is reserved for signs that directly mention how settler colonialism has negatively impacted indigenous communities.

RESULTS

Research Question 1: What Aspects of IK Are Being Represented Through Informational Signage in These Two Zoos?

Meadowdale wetlands and North American mammals

Neither the "wetlands" section or the "North American mammals" sections of the Meadowdale Zoo contained a significant number of signs addressing IK or acknowledging the historic presence of indigenous people in North America.
Out of 52 informational signs (21 in the wetlands section and 31 in the mammals section), only one sign directly addresses IK, by comparing how different cultures have portrayed wolves in their cultural narratives. This sign states that, "[In] native American culture, wolves are honored for their skillful and resourceful hunting ability as well as strong family loyalty. Tribes looked to the wolf for its power and bravery, endurance and discipline." This statement on native American culture, is meant to contrast with Western viewpoints on wolves, with references to the trope of the "big bad wolf" in Western folklore also appearing on this sign. Overall, this sign demonstrates indigenous moral and cultural values, by pointing out the virtues of "bravery" and "discipline", while also showing indigenous perspectives on the habitat of wolves, being that they are "skillful hunters" and have "strong family loyalty" (live in packs). Yet as this sign is the only one in these two sections to reference IK, Indigenous representation is largely absent from this area of the Meadowdale Zoo.

**Meadowdale arctic**

In contrast to the Meadowdale Zoo’s wetlands and North American mammals sections, the Meadowdale Zoo’s arctic section has many more examples of IK and indigenous cultural representation. Out of 45 signs and placards, 20 include examples of IK (Figure 3). By far the most common way IK is included in this section is through displays of indigenous art. The Nunavut gallery contains 15 pieces of Inuit art produced by contemporary artists, with informational placards describing each artwork and providing additional expressions of IPCK and TEK. Several of these artworks display Sedna, an important figure in inuit cosmology with a deep connection to marine life. In addition to representing Inuit cosmology, these placards frequently mention Inuit TEK, including their descriptions of animal behavior and other aspects of organism habitat and how Inuit people have made use of key species as sources of food and furs (use of animals). As such, we can say that there is a fair amount of synergy between displays of IPCK and TEK in the Nunavut gallery.

Outside of the Nunavut gallery, there are a few informational signs that contain representations of IK. For example, there are two signs that recognize the importance of Inuit TEK in helping their communities survive in the harsh Arctic environment and note how this knowledge was in turn useful to European explorers. Other signs describe key aspects of Inuit material culture and spiritual practice, such as the use of Inukshuit (stone structures that act both as geographical markers for traversing the Arctic and have spiritual significance in Inuit cosmology). Finally, a key sign provides insights into contemporary Inuit society and their efforts to maintain cultural sovereignty within North America. Overall, the meadowlands arctic section presents a strong representation of the IPCK acts of artistic representation and social organization alongside the TEK aspects of organism habitat and use of nature. This section also tends to position the Inuit as a living culture, which is important for dispelling the false narrative of the “vanishing native”. Despite these successes, the meadowlands arctic section largely ignores Indigenous morality and culture values as well as the TPK aspects of biotic interactions, medical knowledge, and climate knowledge, as measured by our coding scheme.

**Belmont woodlands**

With 23 out of its 47 informational signs and placards referencing IK, the Woodlands section of the Belmont Zoo has the highest proportion of signs incorporating IK (Figure 4). This is primarily due to its indigenous knowledge trail (IKT). Located adjacent to a small pond in the back of the Woodlands section, IKT is composed of 20 signs, dedicated to sharing IK of Indigenous communities from Canada’s Eastern Woodlands. Most of the signs on this trail emphasize aspects of TEK, particularly use of nature and medical knowledge of plants. For example, the sign for wild grapes states, "Traditionally, Anishinabeg use the sap from grapevines as shampoo. On long hunting trips, the Haudenosaunee would pack up dried grapes and cakes made of mashed fruit." This is a strong example of the "use of nature" aspect of TEK. Medical knowledge of plants is also well represented in this section, such as how indigenous communities would use Colt’s Foot as a cough disperser.

Another common form of IK in the Woodlands section is the retelling of indigenous "morality tales", a type of story that often uses fantastical elements and/or animal characters to address a moral/cultural value. One sign tells, "A Micmac story claims that the Raccoon was caught stealing by the legendary Glooscap. As punishment, Glooscap places black circles around the Raccoon’s eyes to remind others of the mistake he made." This morality tale both addresses the cultural value
that stealing is wrong and also provides an example of IK of animal habits by portraying aspects of raccoon behavior (raccoons often function as scavengers and "steal" food from humans) and raccoon physiology (raccoons have black circles under their eyes). In addition to these morality tales, IKT does discuss how the Anishinaabe have historically adopted a clan system with unique social roles for each clan. This is an example of "social organization" aspect of IPCK as it lays out how Anishinaabe society functioned. While many forms of IK were present here, artistic representations, biotic interactions, and climate knowledge were almost completely absent.

**Belmont tundra**

Although the Belmont Zoo's tundra section is in the same zoo as its Woodland section, the proportion of signs containing IK in this section (21 out of 73 signs) is far lower (Figure 5).

In addition to these larger areas of the Tundra section dedicated to IK, there were a few additional signs containing IK scattered throughout this section of the Belmont Zoo. One of these signs discussed the rites of passage associated with "Goose Camp" (seasonal hunting of geese) in Cree culture. The "Goose Camp" sign reads, "In Spring and Fall, traditional Cree communities in Northern Ontario move to their hunting camps for several weeks at a time to hunt Canada and snow geese. Families work together to hunt and preserve the food for the next season. They set up traditional teepees as well as modern "trapper" tents as shelters in annual camp locations. Cree boys are taught at a young age – as early as three years old – to imitate goose calls. By the age of ten, they can be excellent callers. When the boys kill their first goose, they are honored by their family and community. This first goose head will be skinned, cleaned, stuffed, decorated with beads, and hung in their parents' home. Everything in the Goose Camp has a purpose and a value. Knowledge about how to hunt, prepare food, and build tools and shelters has been passed onto the Cree today from their ancestors. These ancestors have also passed on the wisdom of treating animals and the land

"The Legend of the Queen Mosquito". In this narrative a young hunter was attacked by a swarm of mosquitoes while looking for spruce roots. The Queen mosquito took pity on him and cured him of his wounds and became his protector. This morality tale does emphasize the importance of mercy and cooperation, while also providing some insights into indigenous "use of nature" and the habits of mosquitoes (how they tend to attack humans in certain habitats).
with respect. They understand that the health of all living things in the tundra depend on it.”

This sign successfully blends aspects of IPCK and TEK into a more holistic representation of IK. IK of geese behavior and migration patterns is supported by depictions of Cree social life through the rites of passage associated with “Goose Camp”. These discussion of Cree geese hunting practices is then related back to a discussion of Cree moral values of respecting wildlife and a desire to live sustainably with the natural world. This sign portrays the “Goose Camp” as part of a living cultural tradition that is rooted in the practical needs of the Cree people and shows their deep knowledge of their environment (including knowledge of their local climate patterns). While this sign is a strong example of how the Belmont Zoo is incorporating IK into its informational signage, there was a general absence of IK of climate elsewhere in the Tundra section. Despite having 14 signs in this section dedicated to discussing climate change and its impact on Northern Canada, only the aforementioned “Goose Camp” sign incorporated IK of climate.

**Research Question 2: How Are These Two Zoos Discussing Impact of Colonialism in North America on Animals & Indigenous People Through Informational Signs?**

Across all five zoo sections, there are examples of signs referencing the ecological impacts of colonialism (Table 3). However, most of these signs utilize euphemisms and coded language to lessen the impact of these discussions. For example, a sign on Wood Bison in the Woodlands section of the Belmont Zoo states, “... the wood bison was no match for disease, overhunting, and habitat loss. Historically numbering over 168,000 and ranging throughout the boreal forests of Canada’s Western provinces and territories, the wood bison population dwindled to only a few hundred individuals by the late 1800’s.” While this sign does discuss the dramatic population decline in wood bison brought about by European colonialism and even alludes to some of the mechanisms of population decline, it does not directly attribute the cause of this decline to White Settlers. In contrast, there are a few zoo signs from the Meadowdale Zoo that directly attribute the population decline of North American animals to White Settlers. In the Wetlands section of the Meadowland Zoo, a sign on the beaver exhibit states, “for almost 200 years, beavers were trapped, killed, and traded to Europeans who wanted to make fur coats and hats. The destruction of their population, combined with the industrial pollution that was dumped into rivers, kept beavers away for more than 150 years.” This sign openly states that European colonizers and their desire for beaver pelts, had a dramatic impact on beaver populations. While there are three signs in the Meadowdale Zoo that directly address the impact of settler colonialism on North American wildlife, none of the signs present in this study explore how settler colonialism negatively impacted indigenous communities.

**DISCUSSION**

**Reflections on How Meadowdale & Belmont Zoos Portray IK & Colonialism**

Based on our analysis of zoo signs from the Meadowdale and Belmont zoos, there is evidence that zoos are already making efforts to depict several different aspects of IK through their informational signs. Both zoos included several signs sharing indigenous perspectives on organism habitus as well as information on how indigenous cultures made use of nature to ensure their survival. Both the Woodlands and Tundra sections of the Belmont Zoo emphasized indigenous medical knowledge and how various indigenous cultures used plants for medicinal purposes. While these efforts at sharing IK of the medicinal use of plants can help zoo visitors appreciate the value of IK, most of the signs containing IK on the medicinal use of plants did not include corresponding information about IPCK. This lack of inclusion of Indigenous philosophical perspectives towards plant use from these signs can imply that Indigenous cultures view plants in a similar manner to Western cultures, as being mere objects that can be used by humans as we see fit. These signs therefore represent a missed opportunity to explore indigenous principles of reciprocity whereby the use of plants by humans comes with a corresponding obligation for humans to give back to the Earth.

Although IPCK was underrepresented in signs discussing indigenous medicine, IPCK was still present in zoo signs at both the Meadowdale and Belmont zoos. Both the Meadowdale Zoo’s Arctic section and the Belmont Zoo’s Tundra section had areas dedicated to Indigenous art created by Indigenous artists. These art instillations were opportunities for these zoos to showcase indigenous cosmologies as well as other aspects of IK. Additionally, the Woodlands section of the Meadowdale Zoo explored the social structures of Anishinaabe society through its signs on the Anishinaabe clan system. Such displays of IPCK can provide zoo audiences with a deeper appreciation for the philosophical and moral understandings of indigenous cultures. There is always a risk that displays of indigenous cultural knowledge (especially displays of indigenous cosmologies) can come across as patronizing and demeaning towards indigenous communities. However, it is important to note that many of the signs displaying IPCK at both zoos appear to have been co-constructed with people from indigenous communities (due to either being part of indigenous art instillations or part of a designated IKT) and

### Table 3. Discussions of settler colonialism on zoo signs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zoo name</th>
<th>Zoo section</th>
<th>Level 1: Euphemistic discussions wildlife</th>
<th>Level 2: Direct discussions wildlife</th>
<th>Level 3: Direct discussions indigenous people</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meadowdale</td>
<td>Wetlands</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meadowdale</td>
<td>Mammals</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meadowdale</td>
<td>Arctic</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belmont</td>
<td>Woodlands</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belmont</td>
<td>Tundra</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
therefore tend to portray indigenous philosophies and culture in a more positive light.

Given that IKS do not tend to separate IPCK and TEK from each other, IK is at its most authentic when IK of nature is presented through the philosophical and cosmological lenses provided by their respective cultures (Kim et al., 2017; Zidny et al., 2020). Because zoo signs are a Western approach to sharing knowledge often created by and largely created for a predominantly Western audience, such synergy and authenticity in portraying IK is often difficult. When sharing indigenous artwork or morality tales, these informational signs occasionally include examples of indigenous understandings of organism habitus, but often do so in simplistic ways. For example, in sharing a Micmac morality tale about raccoons, the informational sign tacitly acknowledges that the Micmac people understood that raccoons often “steal” food and that they have black circles under their eyes. While these are examples of the habitus of raccoons, they are surface-level observations and obscure the deeper knowledge that the Micmac people have about how raccoons behave and their interactions with other organisms. One of the stronger examples of how zoos can portray the synergy between IPCK and TEK comes from the “Goose Camp” sign in the Tundra section of the Belmont Zoo describing the Cree tradition of goose hunting. This sign combines IK of goose behavior (Goose Habitus) and techniques for hunting geese with cultural perspectives including information on indigenous social structures and moral values (the need to treat nature and the land with respect). By including aspects of IPCK and TEK, this sign reflects the more holistic nature of IK and is therefore a more authentic representation of Cree IK than portraying either aspect separately.

While both the Meadowdale and Belmont Zoos offer strong examples of the potential of zoos to incorporate IK into their informational signs, there are still aspects of IK and broader indigenous perspectives that are underrepresented at each. Although the Tundra section of the Belmont Zoo and the Arctic section of the Meadowdale Zoo emphasize climate science, they largely ignore IK of climate patterns and how indigenous communities are particularly vulnerable to climate change. Indeed, despite having 14 signs dedicated to discussing climate change in the Tundra section of the Belmont Zoo, only the “Goose Camp” sign references IK of climate, with its reference being confined to seasonal weather patterns governing goose migrations. Given that many Indigenous communities have strong oral traditions that record key aspects of their local climates (such as frequency of extreme weather events or changes in animal migration patterns), IK can be a strong source of evidence for the ongoing impacts of climate change (Ford et al., 2016; Nakashima & Krupnik, 2018; Petzold et al., 2020). Additionally, because many indigenous communities, such as the Inuit, still depend on hunting and other traditional food gathering techniques for at least some of their survival needs, they are uniquely vulnerable to the impacts of climate change (Bardsley & Wiseman, 2012; Maldonado et al., 2016; Wenzel, 2009). As such, including IK and indigenous perspectives into the climate change narrative at both zoos appears to be a missed opportunity.

Both of the zoos investigated in this study also avoid raising the issue of the impact of settler colonialism on indigenous communities. While there are a few examples of the Meadowdale Zoo directly acknowledging how White European Settlers negatively impacted key North American animals, none of the informational signs we observed at either zoo directly discussed how settler colonialism negatively impacted indigenous communities in the US and Canada. Although we recognize the challenges involved in discussing the history of settler colonialism in an appropriate and succinct manner through zoo signs and that such signs may only be read by a relatively small number of zoo visitors, zoos do have an obligation to try to discuss this impact through their informational signs. This is particularly true for zoos that already are including IK into their signage. By including IK and indigenous perspectives without acknowledging the historical and ongoing injustices and violence committed against indigenous communities, such zoos are ignoring a key aspect of the indigenous experience and are missing a critical opportunity to advocate for justice for indigenous communities. For zoos that have historic ties to the phenomenon of “human zoos”, wherein indigenous people were often enslaved and displayed in a demeaning manner, acknowledging this shameful past in addition to signs discussing how settler colonialism continues to negatively impact indigenous communities is a critical step towards honesty, increased representation and inclusivity.

Future Directions

Across the field of science education there is a growing awareness of the value and importance of IK (Cajete, 2000; Kim et al., 2017; Ogawa, 1995; Munroe et al., 2013; Quigley, 2009; Snively & Corsiglia, 2001; Singleton et al., 2021). In informal science learning spaces, including IK offers a way to better represent indigenous cultures and make indigenous people feel welcomed in these spaces (Brayboy & Castagano, 2008; Kafi et al., 2014; Tzou et al., 2019). Such representation is important for helping indigenous youth develop a stronger science identity and increasing the likelihood of pursuing careers in science (Cajete, 2020; Kafi et al., 2014). Additionally, IK and Indigenous ways of knowing are being increasingly recognized as valuable perspectives towards understanding the natural world (Bang et al., 2012; Brayboy & Castagano, 2008; Cajete, 2000; Datta, 2018; Kim et al., 2017; Sutherland & Swayze, 2012; van Eijck & Roth, 2007). Many of the challenges facing our modern world, including climate change, involve complex systems of interacting elements, whose behavior cannot easily be described through linear reasoning (Forrester, 1994; Hofman-Bergholm, 2018; Ledley et al., 2017; Stave & Hopper, 2007). As such, the holistic perspectives of IKS offer alternative epistemologies that can be used to approach these problems (Aikenhead & Ogawa, 2007; Kim et al., 2017; van Eijck & Roth, 2007; Zidny et al., 2020). Likewise, the anthropocentric and dualistic nature of Western thought has been used for centuries to justify environmental exploitation, leading to our present environmental crisis (Bang et al., 2012; Haila, 2000; Helmreich, 2009; Sowards, 2006). Indigenous thought instead argues that humans have obligations to nature and therefore provides an alternative framework that could guide humanity
towards a more sustainable future (Bang et al., 2012; Kimmerer, 2015; Ugglia, 2010).

We also argue that there is a need for informal science learning spaces, especially zoos, to use IK as an opportunity to open a broader conversation on the impact of colonialism on both the natural environment and on indigenous cultures. The North American landscape was irrevocably altered by European colonialism (Whitney, 1996). From the introduction of earthworms in Eastern Canada, to the vast deforestation of the Midwest, to the near extinction of American Bison, almost all aspects of North American ecology were permanently transformed by White Settlers (Bonan, 1999; Hubbard, 2014; Posthumus, 2016; Whitney, 1996; Wysote & Morton, 2019). Therefore, it is impossible to give an accurate account of North American ecological history without discussing the impacts of settler colonialism upon this continent. Likewise, the ongoing impact of colonialism upon indigenous communities should also be acknowledged by zoos and other informal learning spaces. Given the historical atrocities committed against indigenous people by zoos as an institution, we argue that zoos should address both their past misdeeds as well as broader patterns of injustice against indigenous communities. Such acknowledgements provide much needed context for zoo visitors and can spark broader discussions on contemporary challenges facing indigenous communities.

While both zoos studied made substantial efforts to incorporate IK and Indigenous perspectives into their informational signage, we acknowledge that many zoos (even those featuring large exhibits on native animals) ignore IK and the ongoing legacy of Indigenous cultures in North America. We also recognize that there are further opportunities for all zoos to expand their representations of IK and Indigenous cultures. Additionally, it is important to understand how zoos decide which aspects of IK to include in their informational signs. Future studies should prioritize interviewing zoo staff to understand decision-making process behind choosing how to represent IK and Indigenous perspectives through zoo signage.

We also advocate for involving (and properly compensating) indigenous leaders in any effort to incorporate IK and indigenous representations within informal science learning spaces to ensure that representation is handled in a respectful manner and is not patronizing to the communities and cultures we are striving to uplift. Likewise, we also would like to investigate additional ways that zoos can partner with indigenous communities to promote their broader aims of educating the public and promoting animal conservation. Finally, we recognize the potential zoos have for being places that can uplift both IK and indigenous communities. As one of the largest sets of informal science learning institutions in the world, zoos have the unique ability to reach large audiences who might not otherwise engage with informal learning spaces. Therefore, we see zoo signs as being an opportunity to not only share IK, but as places to advocate for indigenous communities and areas, where zoos can bring awareness to historic and ongoing injustices against indigenous peoples.
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